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Editorial Note: This is the
first prepalaver. We hope to
make it a feature every 'fhursday .dealing with high school
sports.
High school football teams, like
the college teams, are pulling
few tricks out of the hat to keep
football p_redictions in a dither.
Also we have a new and better
way of choosing the state championship team. It isn't the best
way, but it is a step in the right
direction,
The high school teams in New
Mexico are classed A, B and C, according to the population of the
town or city. Class B may request
to play class A . football, and C
may request B, but the situe.tion
cannot be reversed. Each team in
class A is required to play five
other class A teams during the
season. The same holds true for
class B, but the C boys only have
to play four.
A team that has won half or
more of the conference games
played has a .501 to 1.000 average
and is considered a 20 point team.
When a team beats a 20 point
team it receives 20 points toward
the championship. In case of a tie,
the teams split the points. At the
end of the season the team having
the most points in each conference
is the champion.
The leaders in the class A .conference at the present are the
Artesia Bulldogs. They have to~
taled 30 points and should have
little trouble with N. M. M. I.'s
Colts this week at Artesia. Carls•
bad's Cavemen have romped and
stomped three teams, two from
Texas. They are expected to acquire a few points from the Tucumcari Rattlers this week in
Carlsbad.
The Hobbs Eagles have failed
to fly so far this year but they
are not hurt for they play their
first conference game this week
against Roswell. A few people will
tell you that's an easy way for
Hobbs to make 20 points.
Two ex-Lobes will meet this
week when Joe Stell's Deming
Wildcats meet Rudy Camunez' Las
Cruces Bulldogs. Stell was a Lobo
last season. Raton will invade Las
Vegas and will show them the
s~~;me rough treatment they gave
Htghland High last week. Clovis
tangles with the class B Melrose
Buffaloes this week.
Highland's Hornets move to El
Paso or a scrap with Thomas Jefferson. Albuquerque's Bulldogs
play host to Gallup and Lou Cullen will bring his. Scorpions :from

Farmington to tangle with St.
Mary's Cougars. Menaul School
will entertain Mountainair.
In the class B conference, the
Hurley Miners and the Alamogordo Tigers are tied for first place
with a two-game lead over the
field. Another well known ex-Lobo,
Virgil (Bottles) Boetler, is having
a tough time at Lovington with a
small team.
The top contender in class C is
Ruidoso. The Warriors have them
all so far. Vaughn and Capitan
are tied for second place.
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.WOLFACTS
Connie Alexander

Drive for Members
By USCF to Open

1

U Library Exhibits
·.:;Reprints to Oct. 16

PHILIP MORRIS. challenges

~ge:

24.

Home town: Shidler, Okla.
This . husky, while not being
widely known or seen, mostly because of his hidden spot in the
middle of the line, was credited
with the majority of the opponents' loss of yardage last year.
He may well prove to be the Lobes'
outstanding defensive player this
year. He 13pent two and a half
years in the Air Corps and is married. He is seldom seen without his
sidekick, Harold Hall, a fellow
lineman. Often they stage their
meetings in the opposition's backfield.

..I

.<any other leading brand
to suggest this test
HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF
SMOKERS, who tried tbis test,
report in signed statements that
PHILIP MORRIS IS DEFINITELY
LESS IRRITATING, DEFINITELY MILDER!

NOTICE

1'

NOTICE

'

J

Grid tickets for graduate
students and the wives of regular students will be on sale all
day · tomorrow and Saturday
morning at the business office .in
the Administration building.
The price is 90 cents.

By Clint Smith
Appointments to the Student
Affairs committee, continuation of
formal commencements, and student trip> to Lubboclt for the LoboTexas Tech game were the chief
topics at Wednesday's Student
Council meeting held in the Student Council office tn the SUB.
Bob Stevenson was appointed to
the Judiciary committee.
Student Affairs committee appointees are Jo Anna Wills, Bevel'ly Ream, Jim Goldstein, Jay
Rosenbaum, and Carl Wilcon.
Rosenbaum presented a recommendation to the Student Affairs
committee that commencements
continue in past style, which was
approved.
Details of a student body trip
to Lubbock Nov, 25 will be worked
out later, it was decided.
Goldstein was asked to submit
a Spirit committee budget. Money
was appropriated for expenses of
the Lobo-Aggie pep rally.
A proposal to give free activity
tickets to outstanding graduate
students was tabled indefinitely.

Heffennan Elected
NAACPHeadatU
Tom Heffennan was elected
president of the NAACP in their
first meeting of the year, held
Wednesday night.
Other officers elected were:
Richard Stephenson, vice-president; Joseph .Agos, treasurer; and
Thomas Brown, secretary.
Hobart La Gro.ne, former presideltt of the Albuquerque NAACP
spoke to the meeting. He is a member ·of the board of directors of
the National NAACP.
Coach Woody Clements asks
that all freshmen and varsity basketball players report for workout at the gym starting Monday
at 3 p. m.
·

(

Just take a puff-DON'T INHALE-and
s-1-o-w-1-y let the smoke come through
your nose. Easy, Isn't it? And NOW...

I

City Booster 'Quarterbacks' Support Wolfpack

I

2Do...exactly
Light up your present brand
the same thing-DON'T
INHALE. Notice that bite, that sting?
Quite a difference from PHILIP MORRIS!

!

Ot~e.r

b.rands merely make claitns-but PHILIP MoRRIS invites you
to compare, to fudge, to decide /£! y_ourself.
Try this. sitnple test. We believe that you, too, will agree • • •
PHILIP MoRRIS is, indeed, America's FINEST Cigarette!
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JOE VALDEZ

'fry Our ITALIAN SPAGHE'ITI

7 .·

Served with Meat Sauce,
Parmesian Cltl!ese and Garlic Bread ------~---·

;I

Pr·e'dl•ct· at. Ra.lly··· Journey to lubbock· OnLob"osNotTrue For Ancient Enemies

Introdu"ction of team members urday night's Aggia-Lobo game.
· .· by · Coach Dudley DeGroot will
Rally sponsor is the Spirit Comhighlight the Pep Rally tonight at mittee .. Cheerleaders will present
7 at the stadium.
some new yells.
Indians Albert Tonoya and Elliot Solomon from the Indian
School will enter the spirit of the
rally with Indian dances and
·chants. ·
&aturday' night's gridiron battle .
will be forecast by two eaglehead
USCF will open its membership
. dancers from Taos, who will de- drive Monday morning, A preliml pict a fight between two. mighty inary meeting will be held on Sun, eagles.
day at 3 p. m., Wallace Sellers,
It's the first show of the season president of the organization an' for the Indian Club.
nounced. The drive will initiate
.
DeGroot will give a short talk the beginning of an enlarged pro.; at the Rally, which precedes Sat- gram of Christian fellowship; the
different aspects of the program
will include social mix;ers, skating
parties, trips to places of interest,
·~
community service, and other recreational events.
Students in charge of the drive
will be Anna McHugh, women's
. Fifty books from the Peter Pau- Qrganizations
and dormitories;
per Press, Mt. Vernon, N.Y., con- Dolores Smith, sororities; Eddie
sidered to be among the finest Driscoll, fraternities; Ed Hatreprint publishers in the country, chett, Men's New Dorm; and Herb
are being displayed in the UNM Wright, Mesa Vista Dorm.
There will be no definite memlibrary for two weeks, Oct. 2,
bership fee except what each
· through Oct. 16.
·. Among the works chosen for re· member would like to contribute.
The USCF will be a direct link
•. ': printing are such old favorites as between the student body·and re· "A Visit From St. Nicholas," ligious groups in the city.
.. :' "Gulliver's Travels," "Bacon's Es:. says," and A. E. Housman's "A
. Shropshire Lad.'' The books feature fine paper, well-designed type
faces, illustrations, and unusual
· · · , composition and make-up.
Grid tickets for graduate stuThe Peter Pauper Press is owned by Peter and Edna Beilenson,
dents and the wives of regular
· • who learned the printing business
students will be on sale all day
under Ruth Rogers, William
today and until noon tomorrow
Rudge, and Frederic W. Gaudy.
at
the business office in the AdThey have owned their own press
since 1929.
ministration building. The price
The 50 books were donated by
is 90 cents. Wives and graduate
· 1 the Peter Pauper Press and will
students must obtain their tick·
• be. put into circulation as soon as
at the specified pl"~e. They
.J t0hti~ prKesellnt dinhplady i1sbover, David ets
will
not be on sale at the sta~
i rarian ans
e ey, ea
nounced.
dium.
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CQme-an-get-it
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MEN'S DEPT.

Name: Carl Swan.
Position: Guard.
Height: 6'1".
Weight: 200.
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Affairs· Committee Radi~ Station Says .Farmers Come Here
T
. wo n lan ances Names 6; Discusses N_ewspaper's Story As Wolves Sharpen

Smart Men Buy Style Mart
Suits exclusively at,

1... Light up a PHILIP MORRIS
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ENCHILADAS ,.

Served with S,Jtredded L«Jttuce, 75c.
'
With Two Ranch-Eggs Fried in Butter -------i
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A loc;al radio station yesterday
· By Paul Shodal
morning lashed out at an AlbuThe New Mexico Lobes and the
querque newspaper for running a New Mexico Aggies renew their
story on Coach Dud DeGroot's ancient rivalry at Zimmerman
talk at a Booster Club dinner Field tomorrow night at 8. While
which, the station ·said, "is simply all indications point to a Lobo
not true.''
•
victory, the Aggies from Las CruThe news story in question was ces cannot be taken lightly as
in yesterday's Albuquerque Jour- :they had rather beat the Lobes
nal . under the headline, "Double than any other team on their
Wing Stays; T-Formation De- schedule.
parts.''
The Aggies are winless thus
KGGM in its morning pro- far, having dropped lop-sided
gram, "For Your Information," games to Hardin-Simmons, Texas
said they "don't know whether Western, and Howard Payne, Last
this story is based on ignorance, year in Aggieland, the. 'Cruces
or a: malicious effort to distort the . boys scared the very daylights out
truth, but ... Dr. DeGroot from of all connected with the Lobo
· · h
d th d bl
team befre losing, 14 to 13.
t· h e begmmng·
as use
e ou e
Gone from that Aggie team is
wing as his basic formation. He
has also taught the ''1" to be used Sam McGowin, the terrific passer,
· 1 t'
Th
d and .no one has appeared to rea t Iogtca tmes.
en, now, a·n
place him. This probably means
from now on both formations will
"be used at the discretion of the the Farmers will stick .mostly to
coaches.''
the ground in their attack, which
will feature quarterba~:k Don. TaThe Journal's story said, in muty, fullback Edward Farragut
part, "The grid coach eased all and halfback Herb Adams.
questions about whether the squad
Head-knocking and more headwould use the T or the double • knocking has been the order of the
wing the remainder of the season week at the Lobo camp. Coach
by flatly stating the wingback will Dud DeGroot's double-wing has
be the style of play from this taken over the number-one offenpoint forward.''
sive formation spot, and if the
The KGGM broadcast conclud- timing and ball handling improve,
ed, "Come on news boys ••• Simply could give' the Aggies a tough
print the truth with a little en- · time. Ace defensive end Ray Newcouragement to a deserving bunch man has departed from the Lobo
of kids. once in a while, and you'll ranks, but it is hoped he will be
be making a real contribution :for back in time for the West Texas
a better sports program in your game next week. His absence will
city.''
be felt against the Aggies.
Coach DeGroot could not be
Since 1905, the Lobes have beatreac'4ed :for comment last night.
en the Aggies 20 times and dropped 15. Four games have been
tied. The New Mexico majority
has been built up in the past 10
years. In 1948, they slaughtered
the Aggies 61 to 0.
The Hilltoppers will try to rebound from their Tempe defeal
with the same probable lineup
ti1at started that game.
The Air ROTC office today an- This included:
IIIanny Morales -------------FB
nounced additional apopintments Chuck
Hill ----------------LHB
of advanced cadets to commission- Roger Cox ---------------RHB
Milton Price
¥---------------QB
ed and non-commissioned rank.
Wilson
Knapp
______________ LE
The following have been apPeague ----------------RE
pointed to cadet rank of first lieu~ Bill
Carl Swan· --·-·----------------T
tenant: Leland C. Endsley, flight Tony Bernitsky --------------T
Gerry Lovett ________________ G
leader, first flight, squadron "D"; Ken
Kostenbader _____________ G
David Fine, flight leader, first
Don
Mulkey --··--------------C
flight, squadron "D"; Jerry D.
The probable starting lineup for
Wethington, flight leader, second the New Mexico A & M Aggies:
flight, squadron "C"; Ernest Kunz, Edward Farragut -----------FB
flight leader, first flight, squadron Herbert Adams -----------LHB
"Milan J. Zegarac, flight leader, Lenard Henderson ---------RHB
second flight, squadron "B"; Rich- Don Tamuty ---------------QB
ard C. Jacobs, flight leader, first Art West _ - --------------LE
Pickett Randall -------------RE
flight, squadron "A"; and John E. Dick
Andrews ----- _________ LT
Chausteur, flight leader, second
Joe Dean -·------------------RT
flight, squadron "A".
Appointed as cadet master' ser- Bill Mounce ----------------LG
geants we1·e the following: Joe Bill Stringer -----~---------RG
Melendez, group sergeant major; AI Cullen --------------------0
L. M. Langford, first sergeant,
squadron "D"; John A. Weir, first
WEATHER
sergeant, squadron "C"; Alf R.
Johnson, fi1•st" sergeant, squadron
"B"; AIphone Ignatowicz, first serIt will be fair today with a little
geant, squadron "A"; and Richard
v. Spindler and James E. Warne, wind in the afternoon ::,tnd evening.
Partly cloudy and a little cooler
Jr., color sergeants.
These appointments are made tomorrow. High today near 80.
effective immediately.
Low tonight, 50.

Additional Cadets
Promoted in Rank

Half-Time Follies
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Mid.Gome Show Has 84-Piece Bond

.;~

1

means MORE SMOKING PLEASURE!
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obos Meet Aggies on Rebound
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Here is the Boosters' club, as
portl'ayed by four of its outstan,ding members, H. L. Galles, Wil·
liam Pickett, Horace Keenan, and
William J. Scanzini.
.
Scanzini played football for the
Lobos fl'om '19-'21, and is now a
pa~tner . in Sayage and Scanzip.i,
winch deals W1th real estate, m·

surance, investments, and bonds.
Galles is president of the Boosters, and manager of the Galles
Motor Co, He was a lettet•man as
tackle :from '30-'34.
Keenan is vice-president of the
Boosters, and is connected with
Keenan and Walsh, realtors.
Pickett is of Pickett's Rio

Grande Agency, and is one of the
Boosters' most respected members.
These men are four of more
than 450 Boosters in Albuquerque
who .are united in Univel'sity and
community development, not only
thl'ough athletics, but in othe1•
media of improvement.

Mid-game features Saturday
night at the Lobo-Aggie game will
include new card stunts, an enlarged Lobo band, the New Mexico
A&M band, and a rocket <Usplay
when the Lobes score.
A marching band of 84 for tl1e
Lobes will be made possible by
the new uniforms' arrival, according to Robert :E. Dahnert, band
director.
The high-stepping Aggie band
ftom Las Cruces will pel'form
with the Lobos at half-time, and

also with the playing of the N ationa! Anthem.
James Eeds 'is band director
at A&M.
Drum Major John Large will
take his position in a giant depi<'tion of New Mexico, standing st
the south-central part, represen+ing Las Cruces, home of the Ap:gies, doing a Swiss flag-throwing
act.
,
Numerous selections by both
bands will be played,

•
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THEY SAY IT•s TOO SMALL
Since the news came out Wednesday that the City and the
University were at last going to have an auditorium, a flood
of complaints from all sides has rolled in that the 3500-seat
capacity proposed in this very preliminary plan is greatly
inadequate for the purposes of the City.
One faction asserted that the new theatre-type structure
would not even be large enough to serve the University properly. We'll answer this one right now-The total enrollment
at UNM this semester, including graduate and evening college students is approximately 4500. But, the total number
of activity tickets sold to undergraduates carrying at least
12 hours, the real heart of the student body, is only 3500.
Both o these figures are expected to decrease during the second semester, and at the present time there is no prospect
of any sizeable jump in enrollment in the immediate future.
It is. a lamentable but true fact that almost at no time,
even at football games, can one expect much more than 75
per cent of the student body to be all together at one time.
And most of these will come from the above mentioned
"heart" of the student body. So simple arithmetic shows that
a 3500-seat auditorium should serve the University well for
quite a time to come.
Now let's jump into the discussion from the City's viewpoint. Business men, newspapers and civic leaders have said
without qualification that the proposed building is too small.
Apparently they would put off the building of an auditorium
again simply because of a few hundred more seats.
The construction of a Civic auditorium has been put off
too many times in the past 20 years. Now: that a definite
move has been' made to build one, it seems ridiculous to intimate that it should be postponed again, and here's why:
1. The city has nearly a million dollars to use for the
auditorium. The University' has donated land in one of the
best possible locations for everyone, the City and the U, complete with adequate parking space. This sum is plenty to
L>tart actual work on a project'which has already been delayed
all too long.
2. The plans, as sketched by the architect and printed
in Wednesday's newspapers, are by no means final and complete. There is no reason why the structure can not be built
in such a manner now, that additional seating space can be
added in the future when more money is available.
3. There are those who feel an arena-type auditorium is
what we need rather than a theatre-type. If these persons
will look at the past and remember the kind of events which
have come up that should have been held in a civic audito!"ium, had there been one, they
see that the theatre-type
IS much more necessary than the arena. In New Mexico horse
shows, most sporting events, and sportsman shows are usually held out-of-doors. What we need is an adequate place to
hold concerts, conventions, public meetings of various kinds
and the like-a theatre-type auditorium.
'
4. As nearly as we can find out there are only two annual
occurrances obviously slated for a civic .auditorium, which
would attract more than 3500 pe:r:sons; the State Teachers
conv~ntion and the New Mexico Cattle Growers Assn. conventiOn. Why make all other events wait for an auditorium
while more money is obtained to serve just these two events?
Those who talk of having national political conventions here
should stop and realize something: Our state has only four
electoral votes.
. T~e City ha~ a~ last done something concrete toward
bulldmg an aud1tormm. After more than two decades this
certainly isn't the time to "nip it in the bud.'"
wvd
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DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE-Here•s how to work it:
AXYDLBAAXR
is LONGFELLOW

One letter shrtply stands for another. In this example A ts used
tor the three L's, X for the two O's, etc, Single letters, apos.

trophies, the length and formation of the words are all hint~.
Each day the code letters are different.
A Cryptogram Quotation

A Mg
FBT

N M F' A K X

F i3 T

AMFIBOBL

HK0 AA

VCI

VAT

TOM,

S V E EM 1 S M,
GCK

AF N H

AMF'RM

CH

~ V G 0 A 0 K J-E F B B M I H.

Yesterday's CryptoqtiDtc: I KNOW WHERE LlTTLl!l GIRLS
ARE SENT FOR TEL~·Il'lG TARADXDDLES-LEIGH,
Dlattlb• ted by l(Jnr; Features Syndicate
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Little 'han On Campul!l

The Fifth Column
" - - - by The Third Man -......!!
FIFTH, NOT THIRD. I heard
via grapevine that The Fifth Column
be in the fifth .column
this week, instead of in the third,
as in days gone by, In case anybody is interested and hasn't heard
this before, the origin of the term
Fifth Column is credited to Francisco Franco, who, when he waS>
marching on Madrid, said, "I have
four columns closing in on Madrid,
and,a fifth column inside the city."
ATTENTION EX-BOXERS. A
news release received in the Daily
Lobo office says that veterans of
the Spanh;h-American War, Bo:xer
Rebellion, and Philippine Insurrection are now eligible for medica1
care at VA hospitals. To be eligible, a veteran must have served
some time between April 21, 1898,
and July 4, 1902, or July 15, 1903,
if service was in Moro Province,
Philippines. I'm happy to get this
newjl. I've been needing some dental work done-a Bo:xer punched
me in the teeth 'way back there in
1900 in Peking. There must be
721lh. Bo:xer vets at UNM.
SHORT TAKES. A headline in
the Amarillo News says,I"E:xpect.
ant B1:idal Couple Injured." In this
cas~, all they were e:xpecting was
to be ma~.·1ied, but a Hollyv/ood
joke seems to anticipate a visit
from the stork': Ingrid to Rita, "I
hear Ava is going to marry
Frankie." Rita to Ingrid, "No! I
didn't even know she was e:xpecting." Ad in the Journal: "Little
Bo Peep has found her sheep taste
better with Blue Goose frozen
peas."
Want to read a 1955 newspaper? Judy Caldwell has a shirt
made out of a paper datelined five
years hence. The Daily Lobo erred
last week in reporting that Greer
Garson would have a white calf
at the state fair. What she did
was kiss a brown Swiss calf..Two
Trailways bus drivers must have
been confused the other day. A
bus headed east was labeled "Los
Angeles" on the front and one
headed west was labeled "Dallas."
For a smile, check the pictures
and cutlines posted by the geologists in the Ad. building showing
their Oct. 1 field trip to the Sandias. Dr. Irion says that, unlike
many citizens who have seen flying saucers, he hasn't spied any
because he's too busy searching
for pennies on the ground.

Student Body Hop Set
After Game •rn 12'

by Bibler

An all-student dance ls scheduled to begin right after the LoboAggie game tomorrow night in.the
SUB, Hank J,larkinson and Jim
W O?drnan, student body social
chllil'rnen, reported.
Dick HUburt and his band will
pl~y . for the hop lasting until
rnidmght.

will

Student Senate to Get
Its Pro-tem President.
Election of a president pro-tern
will be the main order of business
at the Student Senate meeting today.
Credentials will be presented in
order to list members on the roll.
Meeting will be held at 4 p. rn.
in the Science Lecture Hall.

The Word

LETTERIP
Really?
Dear Editor:
In answer to Wilford S. Merriweather's letter to the editor yesterday, concerning his views on
the "No Colored Trade Solicited"
sign, I make the following state•
ment:
"I saw your name in the Daily
Lobo; it looks 'real' nice."
George Taylor

Mens Dorm Elects
Nine Wing Prexies
Wing presidents were elected
yesterday at the men's new dorm.
They compose the dorm's Executive council and will hold a number of seats in the Student senate.
They are as follows: First floor
-wing 1, George "Corky" Carnahan; wing 2, Torn Lief; wing 3,
Norman Genta. .Second floorwing 1, Neal Benham; wing 2,
Bill Richardson; wing 3, Fred
Larivee. Third floor-wing 1,
Dave Fine; wing 21 Lee Langan;
wing 3, Marion Cottrell.
The presidents met later in the
evening with Dean Mathany to
set up various committees for the
dorm.

~

~
~

~

1'1

[32.

2. Point
3. Anger
4.. Personal
pronoun
5.Foam
· 6. Long-eared
rodertt

[3S

~

~

~

~ 133
~{,

~ 13''
141

Verse and Rhyme •••

Southwest Poets Plan Fiesta

This almost became the last
word today when I tried to cross
Central in front of Sasser's. Why
don't they put a zone there?
The Hillel meeting the other
night was quite a surprise to me.
Next time I'll be prepared.
Many people have asked me to
say something about the linecrashers at the dining hall-well,
I can not say anything except that
line-crashers have guilty consciences, and I have one.
Watch for the Esquire calendar
girl contest.
Stopped in at the Boots and
Saddle meeting and they really
have the plans. If you're interested in the western way of doing
things, it's not too late to join.
We finally got the man out of
the lounge!
!f they would put Frankie
Laine's record of "Music Maestro
Please" in the juke-box at the
SUB, Kay Starr would get a rest.
(I think.)
My how time flies! I awakened
in class the other day to find 4
weeks' exams are next week-I
must rush out and buy my books-!
If you can tell me in verse why
you prefer Chesterfields you
might win a carton of them. Drop
your idea in Campus mail, Box 50,
with my name on it before Saturday.
Sec you at the Pep Rally!

"Well, I have your mid-semester examination papers graded-and
I must say, I was rather disappointed."

7. White linen 20. Firm
· 1. Mutilate
vestment
22. Weight
5. Fish
(Ecci.J
(Anglo9. Ireland
S. ApporUoned,
Ind.)
10. Colorless
as
24. Footway
11. Cripple
cards
25. Frugality
12.Seaport
11. People of
26. More
(Africa)
Laplar:d
painful
14.Roman
12. Plate
28. Throw
pound
13. Negative
29. Long,
15. Hoarfrost
vote
feathered
16. Music note 15. Fabulous
scarf
Vesterduy•s Answer
17.l!:nd
birds
30. Member ot
20. Pigpen
18. Quantities
a Turklc
37. Crowd
21. Deliver, as
of paper
. people
38. Metallic
a sermon
19. Langt<age 31. Twin crystal
rock
22. 't'oward
of Buddhist 33. Nothing but
40.Buddha
23. Ornamental
sacred
36. Dutch name
(Chin.
stamps for
writings
for John
name)
packages
24. Rods
27. Music note
[5 I& 17 [8
~I IZ .3o 4
28. A figured
cotton
110
~I"
fabric
~
29. Public
Ill
~2.
[13
vehicle
31. Bun fighter
114
[I&
32. Ounce(abbr.)
~ WJ.;~IS
~
33. Beat to a
117
120
118
pulp
34. Neon (syrn.)
[ZI
[U
25. Downcast
~
~~
37. Tract of
[Z3
24
[Z&
['ZS
wasteland
~
.,
39. Nobleman
[Z7
128.
40.Shape
, 41. Leg joint
12't 150
.31
42. Comply
DOWN
1. Weigh
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Uave You Got The Word Yet?
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University Program .
FRIDAY-Student Senate meeting 5 p. m. in science lecture
hall. Lettermen's assembly, 7 p.
rn. in the gym,
SATURDAY- UNM Gun Club
meeting 1:30 a. m. at the University range.
Baptist Student Union open
house, 7 p. rn. to 11 p, m. at the
BSU. ·
FOOTBALL - University of
New Mexico vs. New Mexico
Aggies, 8 p. rn. at the stadium.
Student Body dance following
the football game, in the SUB
ballroom.
SUNDAY - Services .in churches
throughout the city.
Alpha Chi Omega tea in honor
of Mrs. Marie L. MacDonald, 3
to 5 p.m. at 1717 E. Roma.
MONDAY-Baptist Student Union morning watch, daily, Monday through Saturday at the
BSC.
.
Exhibition of student work from
the UNM dept. of art to be
shown daily from 8 a. m. to 5 p.
m. in the Fine Arts Bldg. gallery.
Lobo Christian Fellowship daily
prayer meeting, 12 to 12:30 p.
m. daily, Monday through Friday in Room 253, Ad Bldg,
USCF Noonday Chapel Services,
12:30 p. m. daily, Monday
through Friday, in the student
union chapel room.
Faculty meeting, 4 p. m. in science lecture hall.
,
Interfraternity council meeting,
4 p.m. in SUB basement lounge.
Spurs meeting, 5 p. m. in room
1, Bldg. Y-1.
Lambda Chi Alpha active meeting, 7 p. m. at 125 U. Ave.
Pledge meeting, 125 N. Univet·sity Ave.
Nu Sigma meeting, 7 p. m. in
41-4.
Phi Kappa Tau meeting, 7 p. rn.
in rooms 11 and 12 L. A. A.
Bldg.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon active
meeting 7 p. m. in rooms 8 and
9, Bldg. Y-1,
Sigma Chi pledge meeting, 7 p.
m. in room 5, Bldg. Y-1.
Alpha Epsilon Pi active, 7:30 p.
m. at 2024 E. Coal Ave. Pledge
• meeting, 8 p. m. at 2024 Coal.
Kappa Alpha active meeting,
7:30 p. rn. at the chapter house.
The pledge meeting, 7:30 p. rn •
at 2024 E. Coal Ave.
Phi Delta Theta active meeting,
7:30 p. rn. at the chapter house.
Phrateres active meeting, 7:30
p. m. inthe SUB north lounge.
Pledge meeting, 7 p. m. in the
SUB north lounge.
Tau Clubrneeting, 7:30 p. rn. in
room 1, Bldg. Y-1. Pledge meeting, 7 in room 31 Bldg. Y-1.
'l'own ,Club active meeting, 7:30
p. rn. m the SUB south lounge.
Pledge meeting, 7:30 p. rn. in
the SUB. south lounge. Town
Club mothers meeting, 7:30 p.
m. in the SUB basement lounge.
;rownsmen meeting, 7:30 p. rn.
m room 13, Bldg. B-4.

UNM has four NROTC June
graduates serving in the regular
navy aboard wat•ships of the Pacific Fleet.
The former midshipmen and
their duty stations are: Ensign
Robert C.. Lalicker, 506 N. Aliso
St., now serving as junior officer
aboard the destroyer USS Collet.
Ensign Lalicker is a graduate of
Albuquerque High School. The
USS Collet is in the naval forces
commanded by Vice Admiral Cal·
vin T. Joy, which operates directly under General Douglas MacArthur.
Ensign Thomas D. Gay is on
duty aboard the destroyer USS
James R. Keyes. Ensign Gay resided at 1310 N. Fifth St. and is
a graduate of Albuquerque High
School.
Ensign Robert D. Albright,
Kenmore, N.Y., i~ serving ab£!D:rd
the aircraft carrier USS PhiliPpine Sea. The 27,000 ton carrier
will be the nucleus for a new task
force to be based at Pearl Harbor.
It will carry the navy's new Panther jet fighter.

Popejoy to Speak at BSU
UNM President Tom. L. Popejoy will speak at noonday devotional services Monday .at the
Baptist Student Union building
from 12 :30 to 12:50 p. m. Everyone is invi ted.
Friday, October 6, 1950
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Try the Speclals
at t~e

lobo Drive In
2900 E. Central

• Mr. 5 by 5
5 in. Hamburger with

Gobs of Fries in a Bas·
ket.

55c

Bill Radoslovich, a junior f1·om
Clayton, N. Mex., was elected
pre13ident of the UNM Newman
Club, Wednesday night at a meeting of approximately 100 active
members.
Dick Carrol, Los Alamos, N.
Mex., was elected vice-president,
Colleen Chisholm, Pampa, Texas,
is recording secretary and Dorothy Deason, Roswell, N. Mex,, is
corresponding i3ecretary,
,
Joe Ferro, Cleveland,.Ohio, was
elected treasurer and Student
Senate representative is Joe RornQ
with :Frank Valdez as alternate.
Members also voted on a revised
com;titution which has been approved by His Excellency, Archbishop Byrne; and Rev. R. D •. Goggins 0. ·P. and Rev, J. I. Reardon
0. P., chaplains in charge of club
activities.
Newly elected president Radoslovich announced that initiation
will be held Wed., Oct. 18, at 7:30
in the .Aquinas Hall Lounge. .All
t•egistered members who have not
been initiated are eligible. Full
members are invited to attend.
Any Catholic student who has not
registered at Aquinas Hall may do
so at any time announced RadosloviCh, but must register before
Wednesday night to be eligible for
initiation.
Thenext Newman meeting will
be held Wed., Oct. 11, Catholic
students and their friends are invited to a dance after the AggieLobo football game, Oct. 7, in the
Aquinas Hall Lounge.

The Tri Delts elected Donna Ole, wiler, Santa Ana, California, as
their Marshal last Monday. Other
officers elected were J ariet White,
Gary, lndiai)a, as vice-president,
and J o Rene Cameron, !Albuquerque, as Social Chairman.
The pledge officers elect~d. 11t
that meeting were: president,
Pauline Castle, Albuquerque;· vicepresident, Carolyn Benton, Albu.
querque; secretary, Maisie Clisbe~,
Lovington, New Mexico; tr!)asurer, Kay 'Spurling, Santa Barbara,
California; social chairman, Pat
Cox, Albuquerque, and !'lOng leader, Barbara McLean, Lynn Center,
Illinois.
u

Delta Sigs 'EI:ect Two·
Two Delta Sigma Phis were recently called to active duty, vacating offices to ".Vhich they had been
elected for the cul'l'ent semester,
Elections recently filled the post
of hi:;;torian with Jim Weist, replacing Bill Klatt; Herman Romero was elected sergean~at
arms, replacing Bob Breslin. Both
Klatt and Breslin are on duty
with the Navy on the West Coast.

Sharp Shooters Meet
Students and faculty are invit- '
ed to the meeting: of the Gun club
at the University range tomorrow
at 1:30 p, m, Try outs for the rifle
and pistol teams and the election
of 1950-51 officers are scheduled.

-Albuquerque Tl'ibune Photo
Mrs. Smith and Her Mother, Mrs. Benton
'

Four UNM Navy Men
Sail on Pacific Ships

Newman Club Elects Tri Delfs Appoint:
·Radoslovich ·as Head · New Office Board

By Don Bennett
Southwestern poets will be pre·
sented Oct. 15 in a Poets' Fiesta
sponsored by the Albuquerque
branch of the National League of
Pen Women and the department
of English.
The Fiesta will be held at 3
p. m. in Rodey Hall with Mrs.
Alice Gill Benton acting as mistress of ceremonies. Mrs. Benton,
one of Albuquerque's foremost
poets, will read five poems from
her recently published book "Mile•
stones!'
Eleven
other
southwestern
poets will read both published and
unpublished works at the fiesta.
Tickets for the fiesta are on
sale at the SUB, New Mexico book
store, . and Emily Ramage book
store. The price is 75 cents.
The purpose of the fiesta, Mrs.
Benton explained, is to establish
an annual poetry awa1•d for UNM ·

students and to foster interest in
poetry in New Me:xico. The poetry
award will be made by the department of' English.
"Interest in Poetry has declined
in the last few years, and we hope
to help l'evive interest by this
fiesta,' Mrs. Benton said. She is
the Poetry chairman of the Albuquerque Pen Women.
Mrs. Benton's latest book is a
collection of he1• favorite poems.
Among them is one set to music
by Dean John Donald Robb. The
poem, "Never Mourn" was first
sung by the University choir in
1949.
Mrs. Benton's book has been described by one critic as "A book
of quiet serenity, profound meditation and hidden strength of soul
-a mature book by a widely published poet whose broad vision and
fine
craftsmanship
expresses
many facets of life. . • ."
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Burt
$3.95
Burt-oxford button-down collar with the soft roll
(the college man's staple diet). A "Manhattan,"_ of course.

Washable Corduroy Sportshirts
Here'a comfort,
quality and value
all woven into
one wonderful,
ruggedly
constructed
sportshitt. It's
tailored to free
you from tight
spots in the body
and n1·ms •• •
styled to add
snap to your
casual fall
outings. It's
washable and will
keep size and
shape. Select
your Manhattan
corduroy
sportshirts today.

Range
$3.65 and $3.95
Range-fine white broadcloth

I

..

~ith the' wid.e-spread

collar. Made by "Manhattan," Wh1Ch means perfect fit.·

Priced

7.95

• Pup & Mug

NOTICE

Foot long Hot Dog and

a Mug of Root Beer.

30c

Any Sigma Nus . on campus
should get in touch with Ray
lloiermnn, phone . S-7918, or
write to Box 19, UNM•
·,

\

The Manllattan Shirt CompanY., mak.ers.of''Mat~llattan" shirts, ~le&,
underwear, pajamas, sportshirts, beacliwear and handkerchwf••
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An Open Letter to a Thief

~-··

Play Days Scheduled

Split Personalities .

Sacks Completes
Europe Research

••

On Saturdays in Gym· Greene Has Six Ports in."Dreom Girl'

By George Taylor
plea.sures and Pains of living the
Dear Sir;
Schedule of dates for. Play
furtive life of a criminal, there
Did Yo\l need the ltloney that may be still time. You could begin Days, a co-educational athletic
bad-·so bad that you couldn't wait · by at least returning .D'AlQnzo's program.. open to everyone on camuntil Monday·morning and borrow wallet with his essential creden- pus, will be posted on bulletin
boards in Carlisle gymnasfum the
it from any number of university tials.
aid funds? Or did you steal the
You have a decision to make. early part of ne~t week,
$114 from George D'Alonzo at the Which shall it be? Think, Mister
Pia)!:: Days are being set up for
men's new dorm Sunday m!;Jrning Thief, think.
'
·· Saturday afternoons, starting at
because of an emergency?
1 p, m. at Carlisle on the Satu~::.
days when the gymnasium is
Perhaps you were unaware tha£
available. Among the games of·
Deans Howard V. Mathany and
fered · to University men and
Lena C. Clauve both are in a posiwomen are tennis, badmiJ::tton,
tion to help you in matter~> of· fi- .
shuf11eboard, volley ball, table tennancial distress. Neither one has
nis, and tether ball.
evet• been known to turn away a
Applications for
Fulbright
student in need.
The program is under the direcgrants for graduate students who tion
of Miss Frances McGill, adMaybe I am wrong in surmising desire
to studf ab1•oad during the visor of the Women's Recreation
that you would not ·have taken the academic
year 1951-52 are now council, and managed by Janet
money unless you were in' a finan- being accepted
by UNM Dean Ed- McCanna.
cial strait. It seems hardly plaus~ ward
F.
Castetter.
ible that an evasive thief could
Deadline for applications is ·
have the a,udacity to apply for ad- Oct.
31, Dean Castetter said,
A Chi 0 Initiates· Seven
mission to the University-preEligibility
state that a
tending pursuit of an intellectual student. must rules
be a U, S. citizen in New Members Monday
occupation while cunningly stalk.- good health and
hold a college deing his prey.
Alpha Chi Omega initiated
Perhaps you a1•e the same indi- gree or its equivalent along with
a
working
knowledge
of
the
lannew members Monday night
seven
vidual who stole the wallet of anat the chapter house, 1717 E.
other dorm occupant standing in guage in the chosen country.
Dr. Castetter said that the Roma.
line for dinner-or the pilferer of
The ·new initiates were honored
other articles, such as electric grants cover transpor\ation, tuition, books, and maintenance.
at a dinner at the Wayside Inn.
irons, watches, soap, etc.
Countries participating in the They are: Jane Ann Marshall,
Who will be your next victim?
Is it to be me? Or is it to be one Fulbright program include: Aus- Clovis; Rita Cummins, Durango,
of my 400 fellow-students in th~ tralia, Austria, Belgium, Burma, Colo.;. Anna McHugh, Wichita,
men's new dorm? Where will you Egypt, France, Greece, India, Kan.; Jackie Gbssard, Sterling,
strike next . . • in the dorm • • • Iran, Italy, Netherlands, New Ill.; Barbara Jo Cozzens, Santa
in the classroom • , • or will it be Zealand, Norway, Philippines, Monica, Calif.; Frances Snelson
Thailand, Turkey, and the United. and Dorothy Peters, Albuquerque.
the SUB?
How can we recognize you? Kingdom.
Students enrolled at the UniLombroso's theory of the criminal's physical anatomy has been versity may make application diThe Lobos are on the rebound.
invalidated, so we are unable to rectly to· Dean Castetter. Those Watch
out Aggies.
measure you ;tor physical config- not enrolled in an educational inthrough
the
stitution
should
apply
urations. Do you continue to walk
brazenly among us, saying "Hel- school from which they rec.eived
lo" or nodding with a friendly a degree.
gesture?
Perhaps you have played pingpong with the fellows • • • br
laughed over jokes with me while
sipping coffee. Maybe you have a
girl friend on tlie campus. What
would she think upon discovering
While the accent is on slimness
her boy friend is a thief? What this year in dresses, the good news
would the boys think if they learn- about coats is that no' one shape
ed a thief had been drawn in dominates. It may be the enoramong their. circle of friends? mous tent falling from sloping
What would your folks think?
shoulders or a trim fitted reefer,
Have you ever stopped to ta"Ke this year velvet collared and
,account of the consequences if you cuffed. A revived favorite, design.are apprehended? You would be ed originally by Mademoiselle, is
held in contempt by students and the Chesterfield, full length or in·
faculty alike. Worse than that, the ~ew shorter-than-long length.
you would probably be jailed as a
Basic sheaths and contrasting
menace to society. Needless to say, cover-.ups - the illusion of two
you would be expelled from the dresses for the price of one-domuniversity, your record denying inate the dress-up department.
you entrance to another school.
Halter-topped taffetas bowed at
The fall term has only been in the neck are transformed by a velsession two weeks, Maybe there is vet jacket into a semisuit. Sapstill time to redeem yourself with phire rayon velvet sheaths, openyour conscience. Maybe there is necked, come with matching jack.
still time to stop this flagrant ets. Jacketed, you sta1·t out in an
practice and save yourself from informal mood; unjacketed, you're
future degradation.
set for cocktails, dancing or any
Maybe you will escape the web other semiformal occasion.
of humiliation at being caught on
And if this is your year for a
the campus. You may escape the fur coat, you're in luck. The new
brand of being a known thief here, straight fur coats look slim-and
but somewhere in the future you wonderful, even in .fUrs you might
will slip.
once have thought bulky-sheared
Take stock of yourself, Mister raccoon and sheared fox. And colThief! Perhaps you are a sucker! ored furs such as jewel colored
Maybe you are a natural for a seal-dyed lapin-shockers just a
Dillinger or Capone. Then, you few years back-are now quite as
shouldn't be here where the acceptable as conventional grays,
"chicken-feed" is meted out. This blacks and browns.
burg isn't a place for big-time
criminals. Why don 1t you try Chicago, New York, or the West NROTC Meets Oct. 10
Coast? Get in touch with Crime,
The Wardroom Society of the
Inc.!
NROTC
will hold their regular
Yet, if you should find that the meeting, Tuesday
night at 7:30.
pleasures and pains of holding 1\iovies will be shown
your self-respect outweighs the Fiesta Day parade. of last year's

Castetter ·Handles
Fulbright Queries

1

'First time I've ever tried out
for 10 minutes and got six parts,"
says actor Chet Greene regarding
his assignment in the forthcoming
University Theatre production of
"Dream Girl."
This rather shocking statement
represents no dearth of available
actors at ihe campus theatre, according· to director Edwin Snapp,
who gives the credit for Mr.
Greene's interesting condition to
playWl'ight Elmer Rice's script.
"As a matter of fact, most of
the 14 players have more than one
pa1·t," Snapp said, rPointing out
that the play alternates realistic
scenes with dream sequences.
Many of the 11real characters'' reappear in various guises during
the dreams of "Georgina," the
day-dreaming offspl'ing of the Allel'ton family.
Mr. Greene, who plays "Geor-

Professor Benjamin Sacks was
very noncommittal on the subject
of British labor and labor problems: He has been in England for
the past year doing research on
British history and labor, but
seem!' to have brought back a
rather doubtful opinion on th;e
workings of Bl'itish labor and polltics.
Sacks, who is ·professor of history at UNM, said that his xesearch and study center was mostly in London, but he did .make
several trips to the continent during the year, covering France and
ItalY at Christmas, Holland, Germap.y, and Vienna at Easter, and
spending the. hot. summer ~onths
in the Scandmav1an countries.
Professor Sacks left London
several times \Jn excursio!ls in~o
the "provinces," as the varmus divisions of England are called, for
supplementary material to his .reseal·ch work and for pleasure tnps.
Even England did not seem to
capture his tourist's fancy, for the
only comment he made about the
whole trip was that he was glad.to
be back and ready to make·a hving again.

gina's" father, naturally comes in
for a majol' share oi her dreams.
Sha1•ing this chore with Greene
are Rodey veterans Sarah Huber,
Don Chilcott, Yvonne Yarcho, and
Mark Wright who, along with
newcomers Harold Huber and
Dave Geleibter, will split themselves into two Qr three personalities during "Dream Girl,"
Lois Chilcott is cast as "Georgina," who 'is on stage as the first
act curtain' rises, and dreams her
way through the . balance of the
play. Bob McCoy, Bob Combs,
Helen· Camp, Diane Clark, Mary
Ellen Smith, and Rosemary Long
make up the rest of the cast.
The play will open• a 10-night
run in Rodey Hall Tuesday, Oct.
24.
Friday, October 6, 1950
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Peacocks-

Dorm D Elec;ts Officers

Makers of Fine Home Made Candi'es
FUDGESPEANUT I BRITI'LE''
-PECO FLAKE
PARTY MINTS AND CANDIED APPLES
111-A So. Cornell
Phone 2-964 7
.

Newest' Fashions
Become Available

Dorm D officers were elected at
a house meeting Monday night.
Those elected: president, Lolita
Fritz; vice-president, Beverly
Burke; secretary-treasurer, Joan
Willis; Studel}t Sen~te re~resen
tative Jay Petitt; social chairman,
Pat Avant; A. W. S. representative Carrie Williams; foods committee representative, ~ynn ~ed
ner • sports representative, Aileen
Fields; publicity chairman, Theresa Wagner.

.

,.

Gamma Phi Beta Alums
To Meet Bi-monthly
The Gamma Phi Beta Alum
Club has announced they will meet
every 2nd Tuesday of the month.
This week a luncheon meeting is
scheduled at the Alvarado Hot~!
at 1 p. m. All stray G!lmma Phis
are welcome. Reservations can, be
made through Mrs. Lansmg
Bloom by telephoning 2-2257 before Monday.

COULD YOU CALL ON 4,000 STUDENTS

I

,\

•

j

Il

TODAY?

Kern Ruled Ineligible

If you had something. to sell, and wanted to tell every

Jean Kern, Campus party candidate for secretary-treasurer of
the Junior class iJ! th~ <?ct. 16 elections, was .ruled mehgtble yesterday. The Personnel Office repor~ed
she did not meet the class standmg
l'equirement.

student about it, could you rap on 4,000 doors today?

Willis Jacobs to Speak
At Canterbury Meeting

.

CERTAINLY N-0-T!

'

'

Something to Think About - Sports and Lif·e

A special meeting of the Jerboan Athletic Club will be held
Friday night· at 8 o'clock, in C4-11,
Hank Nagel, president announced.
All members are urged to attend.

f

Sa.rcasm is the last straw of a defeated wit l
.When a team wins it has friends galore!

'

CHISHOLM'S.
On Central Across front Men's Dorm

'

~ ,:

Every Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday

:I

The

!It\

NEW MEXICO DAILY lOBO

Come and be served a most delicious FISH LUNCHEON
CAMPBELL'S CAFES ARE FAMOUS FOR THEIR
HAMBURG::Jj:RS, CHEESEBURGERS & HOME MADE CHILI
Try Now CAMPBELL'S FISH LUNCHEON

Shoe Salon
First Floor

~:teTown &Country Shoes

USCF to Hear Mathany
Dean Mathany will be the faculty guest at,.the USCF coke session this afternoon at 4:qo. These
weekly informal gathenngs are
held in the SUB chapel and are
open to all s~udents.

Black Suede

UNM Press to Publish
Spanish Philosophy Book

8.95

A recent book published in
Spanish by Dr. Anibel Sanch~z
Reulet on contemporary . Latm
American philosop.hy 'Yin be
translated and pubh~hed m En~
lish by the University Press l?l
collaboration with the Pan-Amencan Union.
.
·
Dr. Miguel J orrin! direc~or . of
Inter-American Affairs, said the
translation will be part of the
Inter-American seri!!s of ~he
School of Inter-Amer1can Affaus.

Spurs Meet in Yl-1

Black Velvet

·

8.95
•

Brown Call

8.95

Black Suede
Red Calf

CAN'T SCORE WITH. THAT PIN?
GIVE HER FLOWERS AND YOU'RE IN.

8.95

"•'s are incomparable
Bouquets f rom MCKO ..,...,

When it loE!es loyal boosters soon distinguish themselves
front the 'fair weather phonies'.
HOW ABOUT YOU!
LOYALTY fS STILL PRICELESS I

(across from the lJ)

ALBUQUERQUE

Lost: One mailbox.
The Alpha Chi's had trouble la~t
year when a fraternity took then·
mailbox and painted it orange
with green spots. It was t:etur!led
intact after the new pamt J<?b·
Last week it was removed agam,
but as yet it hasn't be~n recoyered.
Please, boys, the ma}lman 1s getting impatientr-also, 1t's a federal
offense.

A new laboratory session for
B A. 5 and B. A. 6 has been ann~unced by the office ~f. the 9ollege of Business AdmimstratiOn.
The groups will meet every Mon
day and Friday from 4:00 to 6:00
p. m. in Y1-6.

DAllY lOBO.
Use the Medium that Visits the Students

CAMPBELL'S DRIVE IN

Hinkel's

Spotted Mailbox
Disappears Again

"

Loyalty is priceless and is its own great reward!

and it's Fish day at

Bi:z; Ad Changes Labs

A short message from Coach DeGroot
J

FRIDAY IS FISH DAY

Jerboan Club to Meet

Alpha Kappa Ph! i.s invi.ting all
male business admimstration majors to a "get acquainted" smoker
in the SUB basement today at 5
p.m.

who sees that many students now-THE NEW MEXICO

I

'Howard B, Schleeter, prominent Pi Phis to Hold Annual ·
American artist, is teaching parttime and advising graduate stu- Settlement School Sale
dents in the art department here.
The Pi Phis will hold their anSchleeter, a visiting professor of nual Settlement School sale on
artt..here last summer !S!lSsion, has
ha(f his work exhibited all .over Saturday from 1-5 p. m. The event
the country. He spent two years will take place at the chapter
on a lecture tour under the spon- lodge on Mesa Vista Road,
·
sorship of t.h~ .Muse\lm of Ne:v
Mrs. John Poore is the general
Mexico Exhibitions. Schleeter IS
represented in the Encyclopedia chairman and Mrs. E. S. Pilcher
Britannica collection of "Contem- is in charge of the sales and disporary American Painting,"
play. The active chapter will asThe Encyclopedia Britannica sist. All :friends of the . sorority
says "Although it is said that he
invited.
.
h' h
never departs from patterns areThis
is a national proJect w 1c .
found in nature, Howard Schleter '
belongs to the school of painters was started in 1912 in Gattinberg,
Tenn. Handmade ~rticles from the
who~e interests lie in form and
color relationship .. Critics call him school will be on display.
a painter's painter, but even the
layman can sense the exuberance
with which he lays on paint."

AKPhi Will Meet in SUB .

YOU can't make those calls, but there is asalesman

I.

Friday, October 6, 1950
P!'ge Five

All Spurs who plan to sell programs for the game Saturday
should plan to meet at 5 p. m. toDr Willis Jacobs will present )lay in Yl-1. It is import~nt that
"Verdict on the British" at ~he everyone attend this meeting.
regular Canterbury Club meetn~fi
Sunday at 5:30 P· m. Supper WI
be served, to be foll~wed by edil~c
Freedom Bell, Symbol Of
tion of officers and mformal scusion. Faculty .and s.tudents ~re
Crusade For Freedom
invited to partiCipa~e ,U} the Episcopalian group's activities.

IMPOSSIBLE YOU SAY?

1

Schleeter Teaches
And Helps Arti$ts

Spey Royal Plaid
Brown Suede
Golden Ffeece

\

Bonded Member

8.95

Telegraph
Delivery Service
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A JOY TO WEAR- EVERYWHERE
ON THE TRIANGLE
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Second Game ...
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DiMaggio's Homer Wins for Yonks
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PAUL SHODAL, Editor

PhLDelts Are Ahead
In IM Swim Meet

:.i

'I
,.

Sports Wheel
~--ByPAULSHODAL~--~

'Undaunted by their showing at
Tempe la::;t Saturday night, the
New Mexico Lobos went through
a brisk practice session Wednesday. The coaching staff is work• ing to correct the mistakes of last
week.
Some authorities believe the
chief reason for the Tempe fiasco
is the fact the Lobos were trying
to .remember so many things and
making an effo1-t to do them right
that the over-all object was forgotten in the meantime.
We told you last time there
were many angles to consider. We
personally tend to agree with the
above stated belief. The long bus
trip was not, in our opinion, a major factor, despite all the to-do
. that has been made over it.
Transportation was considered
very carefully from every angle
by those delegated to do so. The
consensus of opinion was that bus
travel was the best method.
Tempe regularly uses this method
when they come here and seems
to have little effect on their game.
Hardin-Simmons, who used to be
the foremost exponent of travel
by air, has now gone back to
buses. And not because they can't
afford the air method.
"
No, we don't have a bunch of
knuckle-heads running the show.
They have been in athletics longer than you or I. They believe that
aJr travel is best for Wyoming and
Army games and as a result, the .
Lobos will fly t9 those games.
We would like for all those who
saw the game at Tempe to remember it, and tell us a month
from now if you think the. Lobos
are the same team you saw.
As we said before, there are
many angles, and. we can't jump
to conclusions•..•

Rockets Seek Tennis
Players and Golfers
Men who are interested in group
athletics are invited to join the
Rockets Athletic club, according
to Warren Armstrong, president.
Next meeting of the Rockets is
Oct, 9 at 7 p. m. on the fourth
floor game Toom of the men's
new dorm •.
Tennisters and golfers are especially wanted.
It was previously announced
that the meeting would be held
Oct. 7, but this was incorrect,
Armstrong said.

Darkness interrupted the intramural swimming meet yesterday
as the Phi Delts were splashing
to victory. Phi Delta Theta accumulated 16 points, four poiltts
ahead of their nearest competitor,· the Rockets. Kappa Sigma
and the Jerboans are deadlocked
in the third slot with nine points
each. Pi Kappa Alpha follows
with eight points.
All events h'av.e been completed
except the underwater swim for
distance. Tomorrow at 4. P• m. the
meet will be continued at the university swimming pool.
Results for the three-lengtn free
style (1QO yards) competitio:Q:
(1) Bob Miners, Alpha Epsilon
Pi, 1.07.2; (2) R. Garretson, Phi
Delta Theta, 1.07.3; (3) J. Hubbs,
Jerboans, 1.12.5; (4) C. Eggers,
NROTC, 1.14.2.
Individual medley (100 yards)
results: .(1) james Cameron, Phi
Delts; (2) A. Laughton, Lambda
Ki; (3) A. Bove, Jerboans; (4) B.
Swenson, Kappa Sigma.
Free style :relay results: (1)
Rockets, Bob Rosceen, Robert Ada,
Lionel Spector, and Jim Rogers;
(2) Phi Delta Theta: W. Tate, B.
Irvine, R. Garretson, and Clatworthy; (3) Kappa Alpha: B.
Louis, J. Millig, Bainey, and
Green; (4) · Jerboans: J, Hubbs,
H. Koryama, J. Fillingham1 and
Apoa.
The plungs for distance results:
(1) B. Arundale, Kappa Sigma,
43 feet, 11 inches; (2) L. Wilburn, Lambda Chi Alpha, 43 feet,
%. inches; (3) R. Fulton, Kappa
Alpha, 42 feet, % inch; (4) B.
Rosceen, Rockets, 41 feet, 1 inch.
Backstroke (one length) Tesults: (1) B. Chappell, Pi Kappa
Alpha, 20.9; (2) Savage, Pi Kappa Alpha, 21.7; (3) J. Deily,
NROTC, · 21.8; (4) J. Cameron,
Phi Delta Theta.
Six-length free style results:
(1) John Cameron, Phi Delta
Theta, 2:39.5; (2) John Hubbs,
Jerboans, 2:41.0; (3) Bob Miners,
Alpha Epsilon Pi, 2:43.9; (4) Bob
Barney, Kappa Alpha, 2:51.
One-length free style (33 1-3 ·
yards) results: (1) A. Specter,
. Rockets, 16.4; (2) J. Choyce,
Kappa Sigma,17.7; (4) J. Rogers,
Rockets, 17.7.5.

By, Bob Kunkel .
Old Joltin' Joe DiMaggio
stepped UlJ in the tenth inning and
blasted the ball into the left field
stands for his fir:;t 1950 World
Series hit. Th'e hit was enough to
break up a pitchers' duel between
Allie Reynolds and Robin Roberts,
as the New York Yankees again
downed the Phillies 2-1.
The boys ca1ne'out hitting right
from the first1dispelling the "good
pitch, no-hit' theories of yesterday, but they just couldn't pair
·'em up,
Rollin Roberts, who :>cattered 10
hits, was in trouble in the first and
pitched himself out of it. However,
in the second inning Jerry Coleman walked and scored on Gene
Woodling's infield single. The
score ran that way until the fifth,
when Mike Goliat led off with a
single, went to third on Eddie
Waitkus' hit and scored on Richie
Ashbum's long fly to left.
Allie Reynolds, who during the
season has l'elied upon help from
the bullpen, went the route, allowing the Phillies but seven hits. He
was great under pressure when
the Phils threatened in the first
three innings, and wound up his
stretch by fanning Dick Sisler in
the tenth with the tying run on
base.
Sidelights: The Philadelphia
Phils' star, Dick Sisler, has ;fanned
four times, and has ended each
game via the same route. Only one

.Fencing Club Will Meet
In Gymnasium ·Monday
The Fencing Club will meet in
room 15 of the Gymnasium Monday afternoon at 4, Robert Fulton,
president, announced.
All members are urged to attend this first meeting of the year.
Any student interested in :fencing,
whether having previous experi·
ence or not, is invited to attend
this meeting.

Cadets Will Hold First
Dance of Year Oct. 20
The Air Force Association semi·
annual dance will be held at ·the
Fez Club Friday evening, October
20th, Edward R. Gutierrez, arrangements chairman announced.
The dance is under the sponsorship of Lt. Col. John L. Parker,
PAS&T for the Unit. Dancing will
be from 9:30 p. m. til 12:30 a. m.
Chaperones for the occasion will
be Major and Mrs. Edwin B. Frazier and Captain and Mrs. Frank
S. Blair. Invitations have been
extended to all Cadets and their
guests.

double play has occurred in the
two games; in the ninth inning it
went from Johnson to Coleman. to
"'
Mize.
The game nearly set a record
for absence of double plays, as the
Philadelphia infield had but four
chances in the entire game, Should
be Meyer against Lopat tomorrow
in the stadium and expect the Phillies to explode.

by
Connie Alexander

IM Council Elects
Neely Mai~r TauI

\J·,

I

I

Jim Neely was elected president
of the Intramural Council Wednesday night in its first meeting
of the year.
Jerry Maier was elected vicepresident; Ken Hansen, secretarytreasurer; and John Taul, student
councill·epresentative.
Discussion of intramural sports
was continued after the election.
John Dolzadelli, director of intramurals, said that players ente1ing
an activity with one organization
will have to play with that organization for the remainder of the
semester.
He also stated that in any hileague sport, playoffs between
leagues will be held.
Tennis tournament will be single elimination, Dolzadelli said.
Each man or team will play two
out of three matches. Intramural
basketball games will be played
on Monday, Wednesday, and Fri·
day.

SAE Starts New House
Sigma Alpha Epsilon broke
ground for its chapter house Sunday. The new chapter house will
accommodate 24 men. Among
those at the ground-breaking ceremony we1·e Robert E. Burwell,
alumni secretary-treasurer; Jack
Cobbett, fraternity president; and
Earl Darrow. The fraternity expects to move into its new house
around Easter.

Name: Manny Morales
( Mor-ahl'-uhs)
Position Quarterback
Weight: 180
Height: 5'9
Age: 20
A junior in the college of Education, Manny Morales has been
converted to the signal calling
position this year; He lettered on
the varsity last year after having
won his Freshman numeral in
1948. During the latter part of
last season, he was hampered by
a shoulder injury.
Manny is a fine blocker and an
exceptionally good defense man,
particularly in the line backing
department. He is very rugged.
He played four years of high
school ball in El Paso, where he
was a prep star.
His brother, Andy, is on the
Freshman team this year.

IN YOUR FAVOR
when you

f&tPIOK.E.FD.
See New Mex. vs. w. Tex.
at Amarillo October 14

• Exira time
• Extra fun
• Extra comfort
• Fest flights
• Convenient
schedules
• low fares

Phone 8846

for inFormCJtion and resetvCJiions

Aggie Adams is stopped short by of Saturday night's game. The
Lobo Bill Pegue in the first quarter score, once tied 13-13, ended with

Objection Overruled ..•

Oeoton Elected .to Senote Presi~ency

John Archibeque, Albuquerque,
has been appointed instructor of
Spanish and Spanish literature at
St. Joseph's College, Santa Fe.
Archibeque received his B.A. degree here in Inter-American Affairs in Feb., 1950.

HEY FELLAS!

i
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AS THE GIRL

who gave her love

to the one man
she couldn't have!

This time the "nays" were in the
By Don Bennett
majority and nominations were in
Bill Deaton, chairman of the order again.
CamlJUS party, was elected to the
Deaton received 24 votes, Goldoffice of president pro tern of the stein 20, and Parkinson nine.
Student Senate, and a credentials
The men's dorm was refused a
committee was named at the first seat in the senate on grounds that
Senate meeting of the fall term. the dorm's constitution had not been
Fifty-nine campus organizations approved,
and the college of law
were represented at the Science lec- was refused a vote because the repture hall Friday.
resentative did not have his credenDeaton, pledgemaster of Sigma tials.
Chi, is an Alpha Chi Omega pledge
Cox motioned that the Senate
and a member of the Student Spirit recommend that the Student Coun,
committee. He was nominated by cil take up the dorm's constitution
Wally Sellers, IFC president, and and it was unanimously approved by
was elected to office by a plurality the Senate. Passaretti, president of
of four votes.
the council, said the constitution
The Credentials committee in- will be acted upon when the dorm
cludes: Julie Golden, Lois Cox, Sell- sends it to the council.
The next meeting of· the Senate
ers, Barbara Bigbee, and Jim
will be Oct. 20 to vote for a' permThompson.
Joe Passaretti, student body pres- anent president.
ident, called the meeting to order
and asked for nominations for the
office of president pro tern. Hank
Parkinson, Rick Hershberger, Jim
Goldstein, and Deaton were nominated. Hershberger declined to run,
The UNM basketball team, in an
and ltis name was taken from the
effort for a successful season, reballot.
Bob Cox attempted to close the ceived a call for practice on the first
day of classes this semester. It was
nominations after Parkinson, Gold- one
of the earliest starting dates in
stein, and Hershberger· had been
history of the sport at the Uninominated by motioning that nom- the
·
inations cease. The motion was sec- versity.
Over 50 candidates for varsity
onded and recognized by the chair.
Immediately protests were lodged and freshman positions reported to
by the Deaton side which argued Coach Woody Clements. Many holdovers from last year's squad, tr~ns
that enough time had not been fers
from junior colleges, and new
given for nominations.
freshmen comprise the nucleus of
A voice vote was taken and the the squad.
"yeas" were in the majority. The
Although the season is still two
voting was contested as inconclus- months away, prospects are shaping
ive -and a standing vote was taken. up.
The first game is slated with
Western State of Colorado on Dec.
6, here.

Basketball Team
Gets Early Start

SUNDAY
THRU
WEDNESDAY

HER,R!NGS can't shift on

0

..
NO. 15

The New Mexico Lobos rose to the occasion in the nick of
time Saturday night to beat back a stiff challenge by the New
Mexico Aggies to win, 26' to 13.
Some 12,000 fans watched as the Lobo~ kicked pff to the
Aggies who promptly picked up two :first downs and it was evi-

(across from Reservoir Park)

her Anger when she wears
a Priscilla Wedding Set
with tha new Priscilla
interlocking feature. The
l1ttle lock-pin in the
wedding band ~Is into
a slot in the engagement ring, does not
show, keeps
rings Armly
together.

.-·

By Paul Shodal

Sig Eps Have Grid Hop Grad to Teach Spanish
An informal house dance will
be held for members of Sigma Phi
Epsilon right afte1· tomorrow
night's football game, fraternity
officials reported today. Music will
be provided by records until midnight.
.

~

Wolfpack Rallies
In Second Half to
Take A&M. 26-13

\

.
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Come on in and see her etchingsat the

The honors assembly sched·
uled for tonight at 7:30 p. rn.
in the gym has been called
olf. Awards of letters and certificates were to have been made
at that time. The assembly will
be held at a future date.

The Lobos are on the rebound,
Watcp out Aggies.

\

Here's a Special Invitation from Jean

Assembly Is Called Off

THE· NEW MEXICO.
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Grad Students Sign
For Foreign Study

Application blanks for foreign
study during the 1951-52 academic
y!!al' are now being accepted by E.
F. Castetter, dean of t'he Graduate
School.
Dr. Castetter said that Fulbright
awards are available for faculty
members who wish to lecture or do
research abroad and for graduate
students who have projects l'equiring study in a foreign nation ...
111 addition to tl:te Fulbright
awards, the dean is handling the
John Hay Whitney Foundation Op·
portunity fellowships .. They. are.
available for members of minority
races.
.
Ali blanks are available· in the
l.JNM Graduate School office in the
Administration btiilding.

Racketeers to Regist·er
A tennis tournament, sponsored
by the Women's Recreational Coun~
cil and open to all women students,
is scheduled from 4 to 6 P• tn. today
and tmnorrow. Registration is slat•
~d toddy ill room 14, gym, before
3:30 p. m.
.

Friday Is the Deadline
For Mirage Pictures
Deadline for Mirage . pictures is
Friday, announced Bob Colgan, ed-,
itor. The photographer will be in
the SUB today, tomorrow, Thursday, and F1iday from 9 a. m. to Ei
p.m..
.
· Colgan u1·ges all students to bring
the brown envelope issued at reg~
istration as a receipt for pictures.
Payment can be made at the time
pictures are made, he said, if students do not have receipts.
.
The editor also announces a Mirage staff meeting in the :v.earbook's
office Saturday at 1 p. m.

NOTICEto

Stude·nts p~anning attend the
Lobo-West Texas tussle at Ama·
rillo Saturday night -can buy tick•
ets from Bill llall of the Alumni
office in .the Journalism building
for $1.20. The same tickets will
cost $2.40 at Amarillo, Hall added.
There will be a meeting of all
pre•med stUdents tonight at 7:30
in room 6 of the Biology building,

the Lobos on top, 26-13. (Bill Winnie photo)

Ceramics, Jewelry,
Sculpture Make Up
Student Art Show
An early fall selection of student
art works is on exhiibt in the Art
building gallery. This is a departure
from the traditional exhibit at the
end of the year.
Raymond Jon son, art professor,
said the present exhibit will be replaced by another selection of students' works as soon as they are
ready. Replacements will continue
throtighout the year if the experiment is successful.
Faculty members of the art department planned- the early fall display to acquaint both the ·students
and the public with the different
phases of art work being carried on
at the University.
·
The present exhibit is divided into
10 sections, with each section representing the work done under different instructors, as follows:
Edwin Todd, ceramics and wood
sculpture; Raymond Jonson, advanced creative design; Lez L. Haas,
landscape in water colors; Enrique
Montenegro, stage settings and
architecture in three dimensions'.
John Poore, original ideas in jewelry; Kenneth M. Adams, life drawings in charcoal and oil paintings;
Howard B. Schleeter, paintings using various media other than oils;
Randall Davey, advanced drawings
in conte, charcoal, and ink from live
models; Ralph Douglass, commercial art and lettering; John Tatschl,
original ideas in cardboard sculpture.

First Grad Watches
Lobos Beat Aggies

·

UNM's first grad, Thomas Bell,
'05, attended the Lobo-Aggie tilt
Saturday night as guest of the University and President Tom Popejoy.
Bell, who now lives at Pasadena,
Calif., has the· distinction of holding
many "firsts" at his aima mater. He
was the first graduate, first Rhodes
scholar, and captain of the first basketball team to defeat the Aggies
(21-9).
A distinguished lawyer, the
bronzed, white-haired graduate obtained his law degree at Oxford. He
taught several years at Washington
Law School and then established his
own practice in Los Angeles. In addition he has been prominent in the
lumber industry, his holdings extending !rom the Gulf of Mexico to
Canada.

'

.

African Rates Debaters
From Foreign Viewpoint
William Mensah-Dopoa of the
West African Gold Coast will speak
to the Forensic society tonight. His
topic at the weekly 8:15 meeting
in Yl-1 will be "The vabxe of a
Forensic society, as viewed by a
foreign student."
Ralph Brutsche, president of the
Forensic society, said that othe~
speakers included Prof. Fred L.
Chreist; P. L. Butt, giving a satire
of the various types of speech; and
a poetry interpretation by Brutsche.
All students and university personnel interested in speech are invited. Refreshments will be served
at the social following the meeting.

All That Talk ..•

Oeboters Never Settle the Argument

dent immediately that this wasn't
to be a game of tic-tac-toe.
<>
The Aggies, long )mown for great
fights against UNM, put up one of
their be:;;t Saturday. Falling in
alongside Phil Neale, a tremendous
runner, the Aggies gave the Lobos
a sound statistical .heating and for
three quarters, Hilltop fans . were
seriously wondering if the . Lobos
were going to pull it out of the fire.
The Aggie Une, led by Dick Andrews, beat the heavier Lobos to
the punch consistently and made
gaping holes for their swift backs
to dart through.
Early in the second quarter, the
Aggie!! drove to the UNM five yard
stripe with Neale, Adams and Hen•
derson carrying the mail. Once during the drive, Henderson broke in
the clear and only a terrific tackle
by Chuck Hill saved a sure Aggie
score.
On the five, the Aggies passed to
the le:t:t flat. The receiver lateraled
the ball toward a teammate, but
Bill Pegue, diagnosing the play
well, intercepted the lateral and
jaunted 95 yards :for the game's
first score. Hill converted and the
Lobos led, 7-0.
During the intermission, the
flaining baton twirling of Drum
Major John Large and a_ lively
demonstration by the UNM band
helped fans temporarily forget the
Lobos' inept display of football.
The ,Aggi.es started the second
half wher!' they left off in the first.
They drove to the Lobo four as the
third period ended. The teams
moved to the north end of the field
and the Aggi.es shot the ball
through the air, Bass to Randall,
for the score. The conversion was
missed and the Lobos' whisker held
7-6.
Three minutes later, Manny Orosco flung a 35-yarder to Wilson
Knapp who trotted over for the
score. Hill missed the conversion
and Lobo fans relaxed. Their relaxation was of a purely momentary nature, however, as the Lobos
saw a kick"off of theirs run back for
a touchdown, the aecond in two
games.
In a run as electrifying as Bill
Pegue's earlier, Herb Adains gathered Bill McLaughlin's boot in on
the five and headed toward the
masses. The next thing anyone was
able to recollect was Adams' sweeping to the left, cutting down the
sidelines and going 95 ya'r'ds for the
score. Henderson's conversion V{as
godd and the score was tied as Ma
Brown's bandana, 13-13.
A sign of life entered on the .Lobos three minutes later when Mil-·
ton PriCe found Roger Cox open in
the center, fired a toss to him and
the Farmington Flyer scampered
30 yards for the score.. Hill's try
was good and it was a 20-i3 game.
Lobo signal callers, electing to
try the air again, called a Priceto-Pegue pass. Aggie defenders
roughed Pegue considerably and interference was called on the four.
Bill Guiney smacked over for the
.score. The conversion was missed
and the scoring was finished, 26-13,
, The New Mexico running game,
both olf the T formation and the
double wing, was ineffective against
the hard-playing Farmers. Only. on
the strength of Orosco's kicking
and several breaks thrown their
,way were the Lobos able to finish on ,
top.·

Dr. James H. McBath, for- the then he can present his argument
:(last three years varsity men's de- and defend his side better," Dr. Mebate team coach at Northwestem Bath explained. "Usually a student
University, is the new director of is dogmatic about his chosen. viewforensics here. In addition to teach- point at the beginning of the season,
ing speech classes he has charge of but by the end he isn't sure of one
traimng the debate teams. He will side or the other. This proves the
travel with them on their 10 trips point that the more a person knows
about a subject the less dogmatic
this season.
The first forensic contest of the about it he is," he added.
According to Dr. MeBath, the
year will be with the University of
Colorado next month. With that as qualities of a good speaker are, in
a proving ground a team will be the order of their importance: clear
chosen to compete in. a debate tour- thinking, knowledge of subject, and
·
nament at George Pepperdine col- good presentation.
Dr. McBath received his B. A.,
lege at Los Angeles.
The national debate subject for M. A. and Ph. D. degrees from
the year is: "Resolved that the non- Northwestern University. He is a
communistic nations should form a member of Pi Kappa Delta and
Delta Sigma Rho, lionorary speech
new international organization."
11Afte1• a year of debate the al'gu.
fraternities, and the Speech Assoment is never settled," Dr. McBath ciation of America. In the Air Force
said, "but the discussion gives the he was a psychological consultant,
audience, as well as the partici· and he has !)een a radio announcer
pants, the facts on both sides of the for Denver stations and others.
While at Northwestern his dequestion.''
He said each member of the squad bate teams competed three times in
does his own research on the de- the annual National Inter-Collebate question of the year, then they giate Debate Tournament at West
pool their information and decide Point. His teams never won. a
individually whether they want to championship there, but. one made
argue negatively or affirmatively on the top four, and one man ranked
the subject. Often the same team third in the nation.
WEATHER
When an undergraduate at Northdebates one side and then the other
at a tournament, Dr. McBath added. western, Dr. McBath was selected
Generally fair today and tomor~
"The swit<;h of viewpoint on the top debater in the 19',16 Western
question helps the debater under· Conference for the Big Ten cham- · l.·ow: somewhat windy late today.
High 84, low 42.
stand both sides of the question, pionship.
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